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§ 1. Introduction.

In this note we will discuss the following problem:

Let p: X-*Sn be a fibre bundle over the n-sphere having
the fibre A and the structure group G. Then what are
obstructions for extending a given map
/ : A=p-1(s0)-±Y over X ?

Usually an extension of a map is done step by step, i. e. skeltonwisely, in
the homotopy theory. However this method is not successful except homo-
topically simple cases. In our case the situation is also the same, for example,
a C^-decomposition of X is not so clear in general. Then we try to attack
the problem by the another way, and our purpose is to describe obstructions
without using the space X but spaces A, Y and the characteristic class of the
bundle.

We denote by Yx the space of all continuous maps: X-+Y endowed with
the Compact-Open topology. Roughly speaking our obstruction is in the homo-
topy group πn-^Y*, / ) . However it is not so easy to describe this group, then
some restrictions are needed, for example, Y is a topological group or a space
which a group H acts on, ••• etc.

Now let pii Xi-*Sn (i=l, 2) be principal G^-bundles with its characteristic
classes ζt respectively. Then, as an application, we have

THEOREM. A map f : (Glf eo)->(G2, e0) is extendable to a map: X1-^X2 if and
only if f*(ξι)—mξ2 for some integer m and

^AG,, G 2 ] o

where Λ is the join operation and o(f), d are explained in the context.

Andmoreovere, for example, we have
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COROLLARY. Let pt: Xi->Sn two principal GΓbundles with its characteristic
class ξ% (z'=l, 2) respectively. Assume that dim Gx is less than n — 1 and G1} G2

are both path-connected. Then X± has the same homotopy type as X2 if and only
if there exists a homotopy equivalence h:G1-^G2 such that h*(ξ1) = dzξ2 and

Finally I thank prof. A. Dold and his coleague at Universitat Heidelberg
for their kindness in preparation of this note.

§ 2. Obstructions.

Let p: X-*Sn be the fibre bundle as stated in § 1. First we note the fol-
lowing lemma which is originally deviced in [1].

LEMMA 1. X is considered as a space which is obtained from identification
as follows -

X=A\jDnxA, (x, a)=ζ(x)a for x^Sn~ι=Dn .

Proof. We may regard the disk Dn as a space

Sn-1Xl\jDn, (x, l) = x for xeDn = Sn-1.

Hence X is decomposed as follows:

X=A\j({Sn-1xI)xA)\jDnxA, (Oc, 0), a)=ξ(x)a and

((*, 1), a)=(x, a) for x e S 7 1 " 1 ^ .

Define a map ψ: A\j{Sn~1xI)xA-^DnxA by

φ{a)—{o, a) (6>=the origin)

ψ((x,t), a)=(tx,ξ(x)a).

Clearly this is well defined and easily chequed to be homeomorphic. Thus X
may be considered the space

DnxA\jDnxA, (x} a)==(x, ξ{x)a) for x^Sn~l=Dn

i.e. This complets the proof.

Remark. We assume throughout this note that A and all topologicaPgroups
are compact.

Now consider the commutative diagram of mappings:
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where ru r2 are both fibrings obtained from the restriction of maps and j : DnxΛ
-+X is the natural map and | : Sn"1xA-^A is defined by |(x, a)—ξ(x)a. Then
from Lemma 1 we have

LEMMA 2. The diagram above is a pull-back one.

Then our idea is very simple, namely we only put

YΛ-=Z.

The diagram is turned out the diagram:

which shows that

/ is extendable over X
there exists / E F such that r i ( / ) = /
||
!*(/) is extendable over JD71 as a map
! * ( / ) : (S71-1, so)->{Z, f) is null as a base-point free map
!*(/)=0 in πn-iCZ, /)

Thus we know that our obstruction is just | *(/) . Let ^0 be the unit of a group
and φ be the action of G on 4̂ (Gx^4->^4). We denote by At Yf, ••• etc. the
subspace of AΛ, Yx, ••• etc. which consists of base-point preserving maps. Now
the diagram gives rise to a new diagram:
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where Go is the isotropy subgroup of G at a0 and ω denotes the usual fibring.

Remark. The homomorphism π*(G, eo)-+π*(A, a0) is induced from the map
G-^Λ (g-+ga0) and the image of ξ is just d(c) for the boundary operator

associated with the fibre bundle.
For example, we know that f*(dc)—o if ξ*(f)=o, which means that / can

be extendable over A\j{Dnxa0) i.e. f*(dc) is the first obstruction in the step by
step method. Howevere, in general, we can't proceed any more because it is
difficult to describe the group πn-i(YA

f / ) . Thus we need some assumptions
for computing πn-1{YA, / ) . We consider two cases.

§3. The case of Y being a topooogical group H.

Let y be the constant map from any space to Y whose value is y.

LEMMA 3. (HΛ, f) is homeomorphic to {Hi, eo)X(H, e0), f(ao)=eo.

Proof. First a homeomorphism a: (HA, f)->{HA, e0) is defined by

Secondly define maps βlt β2, jι and γ2 as follows:

βλ: (HA, e0) —> (HA, e0) βί(s)(a)=s(a)s(a0)-1

β2: (HA, e0) — > (H, e0) β2(s)=s(a0)

y1:{HA,e0)-^{HA

Je0) Tl(s)=s

r*'(H, e0) —>(HA,e0) γ2(a)=h.

Then the map ^iX/52: (HA, eo)->(HA, eo)x(H, e0) is a homeomorphism. These
show the proof.

Now, using Lemma 3, we have a decomposition of πn-1(HA, f) as follows

π*(H, e0) , * = n —1 .
id

i. e. we have
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PROPOSITION 4. πn.x{HA, f)^πn-i(H, eo)x\_Sn~1AA} i / ] 0 where [, ] 0

ί/i£ s#ί 0/ homotopy classes in the base-point preserving category.

Now define an operation

o:[_A,H~]o—>[GΛΛ # ] 0

by the formula, for any map s: ^4->// with s(ao) — eo,

o(s)(g Λa)=s(ga)s(a)-1s(ga0)-1.

Remark. If A—G o(s) is the obstruction for the map s being homomorphic
up to homotopy.

LEMMA 5. Our obstruction £*(/) (^πn-i(HA, /)) zs decomposed in Proposition
4 as follows:

where λξ—dc for the boundary operator d: πn(Sn)-*πn-i(A) in the homotopy exact
sequence of the bundle.

Proof. The first factor easily follows from definitions, and the second
follows from identities:

o(f)*(ξΛlA)(x, a)^f(ξ(x)a)f(a)-1f(ξ(x)a0)-1 and

(x, flo))"1

, ao)f(ao)-iy1

As an application we have

PROPOSITION 6. Let p: X->Sn be a principal G-bundle with its characteristic
class ξ. Then if f: (G, eo)-*(H, e0) is homomorphic up to homotopy f is extendable
over X if and only if /*(£)=0.

Proof. Since the operation "o" is trivial for homomorphisms up to homo-
topy the proof is clear from Lemma 5.

§ 4. The case of Y being a //-space.

Let Y be a right //-space, i. e. the group H acts on Y from the right, and
let i: H->Y be the map i{h)~yoh. Now we consider a problem:

What is obstructions for extending a map / : {A, ao)-*(H, e0) to a map X->Y?
Since our obstruction in § 1 is natural for any map Y—>Yr one of obstruc-
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tions is given as the image of ξ under the composite of homomorphisms:

*n-i(G, e0) —•> πn-1(AΛ

f 1A) — » ^ - 1 ( ^ ) /) — > πn-1{YA

} / ' )
0* / * z*

where f'=.if.
Thus we must describe the group πn-1(YΛ, / ') with more usual concepts,

and then we consider the following diagram which is analogus to the diagram
in §3.

ί,/')

κ*{Hi, St)

βύ Tu Λ,f) —

π*{HΛ, So)

, 3Ό)

o, Λ)

(incl)*

π*(YΛ, Λ)

where π^ denotes π v i
Since the commutativity of the diagram is naturally obtained from the de-

finitions we have

LEEMA 7. A map f: (A, ao)->(H, e0) is extendable to a map X-+Y if and
only if

f*ttξ)=o in πn-x{Y, y0) and

)=0 tn
Proof.

Thus β2y<ί—id. shows the proof.

Now, restating Lemma 7, we have

PROPOSITION 8. A map f: (A, ao)->(H, e0) zs extendable to a map X->Y if
and only if f*(λξ)<=dπn(Y, H) and

As an application we have
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THEOREM 8. Let pi: Xi~*Sn be principal bundles having it's characteristic
classes ξi (i—1, 2) respectively. Then a map f: (Glt eo)^>(G2, e0) is extendable to
a map Xr->X2 if and only if /*(£i)=m£2 for some integer m and o(f)*(ξ1Alσ1)^
dlSnΛGl9 S^oClS^AGu G2]o.

And moreover as a special case we have

COROLLARY 9. In Theorem 8 if dim G2<n — 1 we can replace the second
condition with o{f)^{ξίAlGl)^ξΛίSn-1AGu S71-1^).

COROLLARY 10. In Corollary 9 we assume that Gu G2 are both path-connected.
Then Xx has the same homotopy type as X2 if and only if there exists a homotopy
equivalence f : G^G2such that Mξ1)=±ξi and o(/)*(fiΛlσ1)ef2*[Sn-1ΛG1, S*-1!,.

Proofs now are clear from preceeding lemmas and propositions.

§ 5. Examples.

Example 1. Let p: Xξ->Sn be a principal S3-bundle with it's characteristic
class ξ (eπ^-^S 3 ), n^5) and let fm: SS-*S3 be a map of degree m. Then fm

is extendable to a map Xξ-+Xξ if and only if m(m—l)/2(τE3ξ)^ξπn+2(Sn-1) where
T is Blaker-Massay map.

Proof. From Corollary 10 it is sufficient to compute o(fm). Let c:SzΛSs

—>S3 be the commutator map, i.e. c(x/\y)—xyx~ιy~1. Then from the definition
of o{fm) (see §3) we have

o(fm)(χAy)=fm(χy)fm(y)-1fm(χ)-1

=(xy)my~mx~m=(xy)m~\xy)y~mx~m=(xy)m-1xy-m+1χ-m

=o(fm-1)(xAy)xm-1ym-1y1-mxc(χ-1Aym-1)χ-m

=o(fm-1)(xAy)xmc(χ-1Aym-1)χ-m

=o(fm-1)(xAy)c(xmAc(χ-1Aym-1))c(χ-1Aym-1).

On the other hand we have

c(χ-1Aym-1)={l-m)τ

for, S6=SSASB — > S3ASS=S6 — > S3 is just the left side where d is defined by
d c

d(xAy)=x~1Aym~1. Since the degree of d is 1—m and the homotopy class of
c is Blaker-Massay class the proof is completed.

And moreover we have

c(xmAc(χ-1Aym~1))=0
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for, this map is factored as follows:

S 6 -S 3 ΛS 3 — > S 3 ΛS 3 ΛS 3 =S 9 — > S3ΛS3 — > S3

t lAc c

where t is given by t(x Ay)=xmAx~1 Ay7""1:

Thus we have

*(/m)=0(/m-i)+(l--m)r

This shows the proof.

Example 2. For a principal S3-bundle p:Xξ^Sn (n^>5), there exists an
orientation reveresing homotopy equivalence Xξ-+Xξ if and only if

26=0 and τE'ξ^ξπn^S71-1).

Example 3. For a principal G-bundle p: X^Sn we denote by {X, G) ( X > G )

the subspace of Xx, {f^Xx\f(G)dG}. Then there exists the ίibring

(X, GYX'G'—>GG

which is obtained from the restriction of the domain of maps.
This gives rise the exact sequence of the sets with distinguished elements:

πo((X, GYx'G\lG)
 T—+ πo(GG, 1G)

λ
—^πn-ί(G)/{ξ}+[Sn-1AG,

where
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